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Abstract

Mercury’s geological and internal evolution presents an interesting enigma: are there conditions that allow for both

apparently limited radial contraction over the last 4 billion years and sufficiently rapid core cooling at present to permit a

hydromagnetic dynamo? To address this question, we simulate the coupled thermal, magmatic, and tectonic evolution of

Mercury for a range of parameters (e.g., mantle rheology, internal heat production, core sulfur content) in order to outline the set

of assumptions most consistent with these two conditions. We find that among the models tested, the only ones strictly

consistent with f 1–2 km of radial contraction since 4 Ga and a modern magnetic field generated by a core dynamo are those

with a dry-olivine mantle rheology, heat production provided primarily by Th (negligible U or K), and a bulk core sulfur content

>6.5 wt%. However, because of the limited coverage and resolution of Mariner 10 imaging and derived topography, the tectonic

history of an entire hemisphere is unknown. The potential for other mechanisms (e.g., long-wavelength lithospheric folds) to

accommodate contraction remains untested, limiting the ability to restrict models on the basis of accumulated strain.

Furthermore, Mercury’s magnetic field may be a consequence of a thermoelectric dynamo or even crustal remanence; neither

hypothesis places strong constraints on current heat flux from the core. Spacecraft observations of Mercury are needed to

elucidate further the internal structure and evolution of the planet.
D 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In the course of three flybys of Mercury in 1974–

1975, Mariner 10 imaged f 45% of the planet and

revealed a generally ancient surface [1]. Mariner 10
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images also showed distinctive tectonic features,

termed lobate scarps. These structures are linear to

arcuate in plan view, are tens to hundreds of kilometers

in length, and have a maximum relief of hundreds of

meters to a few kilometers [2,3]. Lobate scarps have

been interpreted to be the surface expression of thrust

faults formed as a result of global contraction [2,3]. The

amount of shortening accommodated across lobate

scarps on the imaged hemisphere of Mercury is con-

sistent with globally averaged horizontal strains of

f 0.05–0.1%, equivalent to f 1–2 km of radial
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contraction since the end of the period of heavy impact

bombardment [2,3]. The most likely source of global

contraction is net cooling of the planetary interior.

Cooling leads to contraction through a reduction in

average internal temperature and through internal

phase changes (e.g., solidification). Differentiation of

Mercury to form a molten, metallic core and silicate

mantle and crust from an originally homogeneous state

would have resulted in an increase in radius of f 17

km and widespread evidence of surface extension [4].

Subsequent solidification of the core, if carried to

completion, would result in a decrease in radius of

f 17 km and substantial contraction of the surface [4].

The absence of extensional features diagnostic of a

global expansion (e.g., [5]) implies either that Mercury

did not expand by such a large amount (e.g., because

core segregation accompanied planetary accretion) or

core formation must have substantially predated the

end of heavy bombardment [4]. The limited contrac-

tional strain preserved in the lobate scarps may provide

a constraint on the amount of global cooling and inner

core solidification that has taken place since heavy

bombardment. Whether this constraint provides a strict

upper bound on global contraction, however, depends

on whether strain has been accommodated by other

mechanisms, such as faults unresolved in Mariner 10

images [2] or long-wavelength, low-amplitude folds

[6].

The existence of Mercury’s intrinsic magnetic field

[7] also bears directly on the planet’s internal evolution.

Two hypotheses for the origin of the magnetic field are

remanent magnetization (e.g., [8,9]) and an active core

dynamo (e.g., [10]). Remanent magnetization has gen-

erally not been favored, for two reasons. Significantly

greater specific magnetizations than typical on Earth

are required; furthermore, the acquisition of coherent

magnetization in a cooling lithosphere requires that a

single polarity for the internal dipole field persisted

over a time scale substantially longer than the charac-

teristic interval between polarity reversals on Earth

[11]. Observations of high crustal remanent magnet-

izations on Mars [12], however, warrant a reexamina-

tion of this hypothesis for Mercury [13].

A dynamo origin for Mercury’s magnetic field

would place an important additional constraint on

the present internal structure and thermal state of the

planet. Magnetic field generation via dynamo action

requires that some fraction of the core be molten and
that there be an energy source for convective motions

within the liquid layer (e.g., [14]). Calculations indi-

cate that a core composed solely of iron or iron and

nickel should be completely solid at present (e.g., [4]),

precluding a core dynamo; however, complete core

solidification would result in up to 15 times more

radial contraction than has been inferred from surface

tectonics [4]. A light alloying element, such as sulfur

(e.g., [15]), may reduce the melting point of the core

to the point where a liquid outer core persists to the

present [4,11,16,17].

In the time since the Mariner 10 mission, our

understanding of important aspects of planetary evo-

lution, including mantle convection (e.g., [18,19]), the

behavior of core-forming materials at high temper-

atures and pressures (e.g., [20,21]), and magnetic field

generation (e.g., [14]), has progressed significantly.

Thirty years after the first flyby of Mercury by

Mariner 10 (e.g., [5]), NASA’s MESSENGER space-

craft [22] is scheduled for launch in 2004 and will be

followed by the BepiColombo mission of the Euro-

pean Space Agency and the Japanese Institute of

Space and Astronautical Science (e.g., [23]) early in

the following decade. Our goal here is to sharpen our

understanding of Mercury’s internal evolution in an-

ticipation of results from these forthcoming missions.

We model the thermal and tectonic evolution of

Mercury in order to explore the effects of variations

in initial conditions and internal material properties on

accumulated surface strain and the potential for con-

vection in the outer core.
2. Modeling

Our approach to modeling the internal evolution of

Mercury is to calculate both the convective and

conductive parts of the planet’s heat loss through

time. We accomplish this modeling via a parameter-

ized mantle convection technique (e.g., [11,17,24])

modified to include the potential transition to a fully

conductive mode of heat transfer; see [24] for a

complete description of the model. Model parameters

and their nominal values are listed in Table 1. We

assume that core differentiation proceeded early in the

planet’s history by analogy with Mars [25], where the
182Hf–182W isotope systematics suggest that separa-

tion of metal from silicate materials was complete



Table 1

Summary of model parameters

Parameter Symbol Value Units

Normalized moment

of inertia

C/MRp
2 0.33 –

Radius of planet Rp 2440� 103 m

Radius of core Rc 1803–

1868� 103
m

Density of mantle qm 3400 kg/m3

Heat capacity of mantle cm 1212 J/(kg K)

Density of core qc 7200 kg/m3

Heat capacity of core cc 465 J/(kg K)

Core sulfur mass fraction vs 0.0–0.1 –

Surface temperature Ts 440 K

Initial upper mantle

temperature

Tu0 1800–2100 K

Initial CMB temperature Tc0 1925–2225 K

Surface gravitational

acceleration

g 3.7 m/s2

Volumetric coefficient

of thermal expansion

av 3� 10-5 K-1

Mantle thermal diffusivity j 1�10-6 m2/s

Mantle thermal conductivity k 4 W/(m K)

Ductile creep

viscosity constant

A* 3.5� 1022 1/s

Rigidity of mantle l 80� 109 Pa

Ductile creep

stress exponent

n 3.5 –

Ductile creep

activation energy

Ea 540� 103 J/mol

Ductile creep

activation volume

V 15–25� 10-6 m3/mol

Solid– liquid

distribution coefficient

D 0.1 –

Mantle heat of fusion Lpm 600� 103 J/kg

Core heat of fusion L 250� 103 J/kg

Inner core gravitational

energy release

Eg 250� 103 J/kg

Iron melting

temperature (STP)

Tm0 1809 K

Melting curve coefficient Tm1 1.54� 10-11 Pa-1

Melting curve coefficient Tm2 � 1.17� 10-22 Pa-2

Core adiabat coefficient Ta1 8� 10-12 Pa-1

Core adiabat coefficient Ta2 � 3.9� 10-23 Pa-2

Initial crustal thickness dc0 0 m

Mantle compressibility bm 3� 10-12 Pa-1

Outer core compressibility boc 2� 10-11 Pa-1

Inner core compressibility bic 3� 10-12 Pa-1

Young’s modulus of

the lithosphere

E 1�1011 Pa

Poisson’s ratio of the

lithosphere

m 0.25 –

Fractional liquid–solid

volume change in g-Fe

n 0.05 –

Elastic blocking temperature Tb 950 K

Strain accumulation start-time te 4.0 Ga
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within 15 My of the start of solar system formation.

This assumption of early core separation is in accord

with the lack of evidence for the widespread surface

extension that would accompany late planetary differ-

entiation (e.g., [4,5]). Core cooling and inner core

growth are significant contributors to the internal

evolution of a planet, particularly one with a relatively

large core. We account for the effects of a cooling

core, the latent heat of freezing, and gravitational

energy released as heat during inner core growth

following Eqs. (3)–(7) of Stevenson et al. [17], but

the melting relations for a presumed Fe–FeS core

have been updated with recent experimental results

[21,26]. In this model for core evolution, the inner

core size is determined by finding the intersection of

the core melting curve and the adiabat subject to the

condition of mass balance of light element and to the

assumption that the inner core is pure Fe. The g-Fe

phase [27] is expected under conditions anticipated

within the core of Mercury and we adopt values for

physical parameters on this basis. In all model cases,

the moment of inertia, C, is taken to satisfy C/

MRp
2 = 0.33, where M and Rp are the mass and radius

of the planet respectively, a value suggested by recent

models for Mercury’s internal structure [28] to be

consistent with a range of core sulfur contents from 0

to 10 wt%. An important aspect of the thermal

evolution of a planet is partial melting of the mantle,

which we include by coupling a model for batch

partial melting [29] of peridotite [30] to the parame-

terized convection model by including explicitly the

fractionation of heat-producing elements and the la-

tent heat of melting of mantle materials [24].

We employ a one-dimensional representation of

convective heat transfer in a spherical shell overlying

a spherical core. Convection in the mantle is param-

eterized via a relationship between the vigor of

convection (described by the Rayleigh number, Ra,

the ratio of buoyancy to viscous forces) and the

efficiency of convective heat transfer (defined by the

Nusselt number, Nu, the ratio of total heat flux to the

conducted heat flux) (e.g., [19]). We use Nu=(0.31 +

0.22n)hð�2ðnþ1Þ=ðnþ2ÞÞRaðn=ðnþ2ÞÞ [18], where n is the

exponent of the deviatoric stress in the flow law (e.g.,

n = 1 for Newtonian fluids), and h is the natural

logarithm of the contrast in viscosity across the layer.

Using the Ra–Nu relationship as a constraint, the

thermal evolution models are calculated by solving
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the equation for the conservation of energy as a

function of time for a convecting mantle with internal

heating, a cooling (and possibly solidifying) core, and

a thickening (or thinning) lithosphere with a crust.

Our implementation differs from the typical ap-

proach (e.g., [11,17]) in two major ways. First, we

explicitly solve the nonlinear, time-dependent, heat

conduction equation in the thermal lithosphere by

means of a finite element solution with adaptive

remeshing [24]. Second, without explicitly modeling

the melt transport process, we include the energetics

of partial melting in the mantle energy balance

through the latent heat of melting, which acts as an

energy sink in the mantle and an energy source in the

crust. We also utilize scaling laws derived from

numerical models of convection in fluids with strong-

ly temperature- and pressure-dependent viscosity

(e.g., [18,31–33]) rather than the isoviscous Ra–Nu

scaling relationships employed in earlier studies of

Mercury’s internal evolution (e.g., [11,17]). Tempera-

ture-dependent viscosity models, in contrast to uni-

form-viscosity models, tend to develop thick, stagnant

lids that are analogous to the lithospheric shell on one-

plate planets. The Rayleigh number of Mercury’s

comparatively thin mantle is substantially smaller than

those for the other inner planets [Raf (Rp�Rc)
b

where Rc is the radius of the core and b is a constant,

e.g., b = 3 for bottom-heated Newtonian fluids]. Fur-

thermore, increasing pressure tends to suppress the

vigor of mantle convection through an increase in the

effective viscosity relative to a nonpressure-sensitive

system (e.g., [32]), which can be important in a planet

where the Rayleigh number is modest. For these

reasons, some fraction of Mercury’s evolution may

have operated in a conductive rather than convective

mode of mantle heat transport. We extend our finite

element scheme for the lithosphere to the mantle in

order to calculate the thermal history of the mantle

during such time intervals.

Some understanding of a planet’s bulk composi-

tion and mineralogy is crucial for models of its

internal evolution, yet for Mercury these parameters

are poorly constrained (e.g., [34]). Despite this un-

certainty, we can place bounds on thermal models by

investigating the consequences of a range of param-

eter choices. The concentrations of long-lived heat-

producing elements such as potassium, uranium, and

thorium control a primary source of heat within the
planet. Mercury’s concentrations of these elements

are unknown, but compositional models [35] range

from a condensation-sequence-dominated assemblage

with amounts of U and Th similar to the Earth’s

upper mantle and negligible K [36] to a Th-rich and

U-and K-poor model under conditions of late-stage

silicate vaporization [37]. Potassium has been

detected in Mercury’s exosphere (e.g., [38]) and is

inferred to be a surface component, albeit of un-

known concentration. A third model of Mercury’s

bulk composition centers around the possibility that

the planet’s large bulk density of 5430 kg/m3 is the

result of one or more giant impacts having stripped

off most of the outer, silicate-rich layers of a larger

protoplanet (e.g., [39]). A formational history of this

type could have left behind a mantle composition

similar to that of CI chondrites (e.g., [35]). Given the

different compositions of heat-producing elements

predicted by these models, our aim is to assess

whether current hypotheses for Mercury’s formation

are consistent with the potential constraints on the

planet’s internal evolution.

Mantle viscosity is strongly dependent on temper-

ature, pressure, mineralogy, and water content. We

assume, on the basis of analogy with the Earth’s

mantle, that the mantle mineralogic assemblage is

dominated by olivine, for which there has been

considerable experimental work on the dependence

of viscosity on these parameters (e.g., [40]). The

melting behavior of mantle materials is also strongly

dependent on composition and mineralogy. In order to

assess the potential importance of mantle melting on

Mercury’s internal evolution, we employ melting

relationships for a mantle assemblage represented by

KLB-1 peridotite [30]. This approach is consistent

with the olivine-rich mineralogy assumed for the

mantle viscosity and applicable to Mercury because

although the iron content of Mercury’s mantle plus

crust may be quite low relative to that of the Earth

(e.g., [41,42]), the iron content of peridotite does not

significantly perturb the solidus [43,44]. In model

cases with mantle melting, heat-producing elements

are fractionated with a solid–liquid partition coeffi-

cient of 0.1, and the melt is added to the crust, where

heat production is assumed to decrease exponentially

with depth (e.g., [24]) consistent with the upward

concentration of incompatible elements during melt-

ing and crustal formation.
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To model the surface strain history, we assume that

the lithosphere may be represented as an elastic shell

overlying an inviscid mantle and core. Coupled to the

thermal solution, we calculate the accumulated strain

in the elastic lithosphere for comparison with the

estimated strain accommodated by lobate scarps.

Details of the strain calculations are given in Appen-

dix A. Strain accommodated within the elastic shell is

derived from volumetric changes resulting from the

cooling of the lithosphere, mantle, and core, as well

liquid–solid phase changes. The finite thickness of

the elastic lithosphere is defined by the depth to an

elastic blocking temperature, Tb [45]. The value of Tb
may be bounded by analogy with terrestrial oceanic

lithosphere, for which flexural models indicate an

inability to support elastic stress differences at temper-

atures as low as f 800 K [46] and the base of the

seismogenic zone, which is approximately coincident

with an isotherm as high as f 1100 K [47]. We adopt

a nominal value for Tb of 950 K.
Table 2

Adopted models for the abundances of heat-producing elements in

the silicate fraction of mercury

Model U

(ppb)

Th

(ppb)

K

(ppm)

Condensation 30 120 0

Vaporization 0 400 0

Condensation +K 30 120 100

CI chondrite 8 30 550

1/2 CI chondrite 4 15 275
3. Results

We explore the effects that core sulfur content,

magmatism, mantle rheology, initial thermal state,

internal heat production, and pressure dependence of

core melting relations have on the tectonic evolution

of the surface and on the prospects for a core dynamo

to generate a modern magnetic field. We begin with

an illustrative model case for Mercury’s thermal

evolution to highlight the basic features of the planet’s

evolution. For this and later model cases, we focus on

two parameters. The first is the ratio of the present

inner core radius to outer core radius (Ri/Rc) because

of the direct influence that inner core growth has on

both planetary contraction and magnetic field gener-

ation. The second is the time-integrated surface strain

since 4 Ga. Because of the strong melting-point

depression with increasing sulfur content (up to the

eutectic composition) for core materials, our results

for inner core size and surface strain are compared as

a function of bulk core sulfur content.

3.1. Example thermal evolution model case

The illustrative model case has a bulk core sulfur

content of 8.5 wt% and an initial temperature at the
base of the lithosphere of 1800 K (see Table 1 for

other parameter values). In all model cases (except

where otherwise noted), the initial temperature differ-

ence between the upper mantle and core–mantle

boundary (CMB) is 125 K, yielding an approximately

adiabatic gradient in the mantle. The core temperature

distribution is also taken to be adiabatic. Heat pro-

duction follows from assumed abundances of U and

Th, but with no K, consistent with a condensation-

sequence-dominated (Table 2) planetary composition

[36].

The evolution of mantle and CMB temperatures

(Fig. 1a) displays a rapid decrease in temperature from

the initial state followed by more moderate cooling

paralleling the decay in the concentration of heat-

producing elements. The large initial drop in mantle

temperature is due to the extraction of a substantial

amount of partial melt from the mantle. Mantle

convection ceases at f 3.3 Ga, after which CMB

temperatures indicate a readjustment in the rate of heat

loss due to the change in dominant mechanism of heat

transport. An inflection at f 0.8 Ga is due to the

energy released on first appearance of a solid inner

core. The history of heat flux (Fig. 1b) is similar to

that for mantle temperature, yet it also illustrates the

contribution of crustal heat production to early surface

heat flow. Upon cessation of mantle convection core,

heat flux first becomes negative then grows increas-

ingly positive due to a transient increase in lower

mantle temperature as the mantle adjusts to the lack of

convection and cooling of the core and mantle and

recurs following the adjustment period. The inner core

grows to 20% of the outer core radius by the present

(Fig. 1c). The crust forms early (Fig. 1d), the conse-

quence of an early demise of a region of pervasive

partial melting that extends from the base of the



Fig. 1. Illustrative thermal evolution scenario with 8.5 wt% S in the core; silicate heat production given by U and Th abundances for a

condensation-sequence-dominated composition; a non-Newtonian, pressure-dependent mantle rheology appropriate for dry olivine; partial

melting of the mantle and melt transport to the crust; and an initial upper mantle temperature of 1800 K. (a) Temperatures Tc and Tu at the core–

mantle boundary and the base of the thermal lithosphere, respectively. (b) Heat flux at the surface, qs, base of the lithosphere, qm, and core–

mantle boundary, qc. (c) Ratio of inner core radius to outer core radius. (d) Greatest depth of pervasive partial melting, zm, lithospheric thickness,

ds, and crustal thickness, dc.

Fig. 2. Comparison of the effects of mantle melt production and

crustal growth on (a) the present normalized inner core radius and

(b) surface strain accumulated over the last 4 Gy as functions of

bulk core sulfur content for a dry-olivine mantle rheology,

condensation-sequence-dominated U and Th, and an initial upper

mantle temperature of 1800 K.
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lithosphere (ds) to the maximum depth of partial

melting (zm) as the lithosphere thickens.

3.2. Effect of melt extraction

The formation of crust enriched in incompatible

heat-producing elements by the transport of partial

melt from the mantle can influence planetary thermal

evolution, particularly early cooling (e.g., [24]). Early

cooling, in turn, may influence the post-4-Ga rate of

cooling potentially responsible for Mercury’s global

system of contractional faults. The effect of crustal

growth is visible in Fig. 2, which compares suites of

models with and without melting. The rapid, early

cooling (prior to the end of heavy bombardment,

when the strain calculation begins) of the interior that

accompanies magmatic extraction of heat generally

reduces the integrated global contraction and surface

strain subsequent to 4 Ga, particularly at low core

sulfur contents ( < 5 wt%). Another result of the

enhanced cooling accompanying mantle melt extrac-

tion is a relatively larger inner core at present, an

effect most noticeable at high core sulfur contents.



Fig. 4. Comparison of the effects of wet-olivine vs. dry-olivine

mantle rheology on (a) normalized inner core radius and (b)

accumulated surface strain as functions of bulk core sulfur content

for condensation-sequence-dominated U and Th and an initial upper

mantle temperature of 1800 K.
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The maximum contractional strain (negative by con-

vention), with or without melt extraction, occurs at

f 4–5 wt% S, for reasons discussed in Section 3.4.

3.3. Effect of mantle rheology

Efficient transport of heat by the mantle is limited

by the rate at which mantle materials can flow. Our

models include a non-Newtonian, temperature- and

pressure-dependent mantle viscosity appropriate for

olivine. A substantial uncertainty in rheological

parameters for the non-Newtonian creep behavior of

olivine is the activation volume, because the range of

current estimates varies more than 50% from nominal

values [40]. This range in activation volume translates

into an uncertainty in inner core radius of up to 20% at

high core sulfur contents (Fig. 3a) and an uncertainty

of 0.05–0.1% in accumulated surface strain (Fig. 3b).

Water substantially reduces the viscous strength of

mantle materials (e.g., [40,48,49]), leading to more

efficient convective heat transport. This lowered man-

tle viscosity results in a larger inner core and more

contraction relative to scenarios with an anhydrous

mantle (Fig. 4). None of the wet-olivine cases have a
Fig. 3. Comparison of the effects of variations in the activation

volume for mantle creep on (a) normalized inner core radius and (b)

accumulated surface strain as functions of bulk core sulfur content

for a dry-olivine mantle rheology, condensation-sequence-dominat-

ed U and Th, mantle melt production and crustal growth, and an

initial upper mantle temperature of 1800 K.
Ri/Rc values at present smaller than 0.35. Cases with a

wet-olivine rheology predict up to 0.15% more con-

tractional strain than the dry models, a difference

greater than the upper bound on contractional strain

of f 0.1% inferred from lobate scarps [2]. A notable

exception is the set of models with a wet-olivine

mantle rheology and more than f 9 wt% bulk core

sulfur, which predict less integrated contractional

strain than the dry-olivine models, aided in large part

by the substantial latent heat and gravitational energy

released over time by inner core growth.

3.4. Effect of initial thermal state

The early thermal state of a planetary interior

affects both the initial physical structure (e.g., solid

fraction of the core) and the efficiency of early heat

transport. The effect of different initial internal tem-

perature profiles is shown in Fig. 5, for scenarios with

(open symbols) and without (closed symbols) extrac-

tion of melt. Initial temperatures, over the range

shown, have a small effect on the present inner core

radius. The same is true for integrated surface strain

for core sulfur contents greater than f 6 wt%. At



Fig. 5. Comparison of the effects of initial temperature on models without (a and b) and with (c and d) mantle melt extraction and crustal growth.

Panels (a) and (c) show the normalized inner core radius, while panels (b) and (d) give the accumulated surface strain as functions of bulk core

sulfur content for a dry-olivine mantle rheology and condensation-sequence-dominated U and Th.
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sulfur contents less than 6 wt%, however, there is a

marked increase in contractional strain with increas-

ing initial temperature (Fig. 5b and d). The sulfur

content beyond which the difference in time-integrat-

ed strain with increasing initial temperature is small is

related to the melting point of Fe–FeS. Because of

their relatively higher core melting temperatures,

models with < 6 wt% bulk core sulfur start with a

solid inner core; an increase in initial temperature

leads to a decrease in initial inner core size. There-

fore, a larger fraction of the core solidifies over the

last 4 Ga for initially warmer models, leading to

larger integrated surface contraction. This point is

further illustrated by the suite of models (inverted

triangles in Fig. 5c and d) that have higher initial core

temperatures.

There is an interesting trade-off in model cases

that include melt production and growth of a crust

(Fig. 5d). Increases in initial temperature lead to

thicker crusts and larger fractions of heat-producing

elements sequestered in the crust because of the

increased depth extent of melting, melt fraction,

and convective velocity (e.g., [24,29]). Instead of

leading directly to an increase in predicted contrac-

tional strain with increased initial temperature at core

sulfur contents greater than f 5 wt% the predicted

strains are similar in magnitude, independent of

initial thermal condition, because of magmatically

enhanced early cooling. Although larger initial tem-

peratures result in more efficient extraction of heat
from the interior, the inner core begins to form at an

earlier time and becomes larger at a given time than for

counterpart models with lower initial temperatures

(Fig. 5c). Comparatively more heat is therefore re-

leased via core differentiation and solidification, which

offsets the effects of enhanced early cooling.

3.5. Effect of composition of heat-producing elements

The abundances of long-lived, heat-producing

elements, both in absolute and relative terms, bear

directly on the evolution of Mercury, in addition to

potentially serving as a diagnostic indicator of the

planet’s formational process. Given the presently

underconstrained nature of Mercury’s heat-produc-

ing element composition (e.g., [34]), we test several

possibilities for the composition of the silicate

portion of the planet (Table 2). Formational models

dominated by condensation processes tend to have

enhanced amounts, relative to chondritic, of U and

Th and lack K (e.g., [36]), while models dominated

by a later volatilization of the silicate exterior

suggest a Th-rich composition [37]. The 14-Gyr

half-life of 232Th is sufficiently large relative to

the half-lives of the radioactive isotopes of U and K

that the rate of planetary cooling is lower, and

hence over the last 4 Gyr less contraction would

be expected for a planet with heat produced only

by the decay of 232Th compared with one that

contains significant U and possibly K. Alternatively,



Fig. 7. Comparison of the effects of heat-producing element

concentrations on (a) the normalized inner core radius and (b) the

surface strain as functions of bulk core sulfur content for a dry-

olivine mantle rheology, mantle melt extraction and crustal growth,

and an initial upper mantle temperature of 1800 K.
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given the observation of K in Mercury’s exosphere

[38], we consider the model labeled ‘‘Condensa-

tion +K,’’ which has a composition similar to that

suggested for the bulk composition of the Moon

[50] and a heat productivity between that of the

condensation and CI chondritic models (Fig. 6). We

also examine the possibility that Mercury’s compo-

sition is related to that of CI chondrites (e.g.,

[35,51]), particularly a chondritic composition for

the silicate layer or one-half as large resulting from

impact stripping of a crust and upper mantle (e.g.,

[39]). The amount and time rate of decay of heat

production for each of these models are quite

different (Fig. 6). Results (Fig. 7) from models with

the compositions in Table 2 bear out the prediction

that a Th-dominated composition (i.e., from volatil-

ization of an outer silicate shell) will have less

integrated contractional surface strain than scenarios

predicting significant U and K. At relatively high

core sulfur contents, the Th-rich cases have notice-

ably smaller inner cores (or no inner core) than

those with U and K as well as Th. At core sulfur

contents >6.5 wt%, the Th-rich models predict

f 0.1% contractional strain. For core sulfur con-

tents >7.5 wt%, no inner core forms to help drive

convection in the outer core; a magnetic field

driven at present by a core dynamo would therefore

likely be precluded.

3.6. Effect of pressure on core melting relationships

A crucial component in modeling the evolution of

planetary cores is knowledge of the melting relations
Fig. 6. Comparison of the amount of heat produced as a function

of time for the heat-producing element compositions listed in

Table 2.
of relevant materials. For the Fe–FeS system, labo-

ratory experiments extend only to 25 GPa [26], yet

Mercury’s central pressure is f 35–40 GPa. Because

of limited data on the shape of the liquidus as a

function of sulfur content, we utilize a linear approx-

imation (e.g., [11,17]). The key parameter in this

approximation is the nondimensional slope ac [17]

of the liquidus, which connects the melting tempera-

ture for pure Fe with the melting temperature at the

Fe–FeS eutectic composition at a given pressure.

Recent laboratory data suggest that there is a linear

increase in eutectic temperature with pressure at

pressures>14 GPa and that the eutectic composition

is approximately constant above 20 GPa [21,26].

These data give ac = 2.4 for conditions appropriate

to the deep core of Mercury and f 3.3 for conditions

matching the shallow regions of the core. Results

presented in Figs. 1–5 and 7 are based on the former

value, but Fig. 8 illustrates the effect of the pressure

dependence of the liquidus on predicted present inner-

core radius and accumulated surface strain. Models

with ac = 3.3 have comparatively lower melting tem-

peratures and yield smaller inner cores at present. The

ranges of accumulated strains are similar for both

values of ac, but the minimum contractional strain



Fig. 8. Comparison of the effects of core liquidus slope, ac,
extrapolated to conditions in the deep core vs. those in the shallow

core on (a) the normalized inner core radius and (b) accumulated

surface strain as functions of bulk core sulfur content for a dry-

olivine mantle rheology, condensation-sequence-dominated U and

Th, mantle melt extraction and crustal growth, and an initial upper

mantle temperature of 1800 K.
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occurs at approximately 2.5 wt% lower bulk core

sulfur content for ac = 3.3 than for ac = 2.4.
4. Discussion

The tectonic record on Mercury’s surface poten-

tially provides an important constraint on the plan-

et’s interior evolution. Shortening inferred across

individual lobate scarps together with the total

length of scarps visible on the imaged portion of

Mercury’s surface indicate an average contractional

strain of f 0.05–0.1% since the end of heavy

bombardment [2,3]. At face value, this range in total

strain strongly limits time-integrated internal cooling

(e.g., absent an inner core, 0.05% strain is equivalent

to 50 K of cooling since 4 Ga). If this constraint is

to be met, the mantle must have cooled slowly over

most of the planet’s history. An accumulated con-

tractional strain of no more than 0.1% would limit

acceptable models to those with a dry-olivine mantle

rheology, heat production provided by Th only (i.e.,

the composition suggested by late-stage silicate
vaporization [37]), and a bulk core sulfur content

>6.5 wt%.

The existence of an internal magnetic field on

Mercury [7] may provide an additional constraint on

the planet’s internal evolution, but the nature of the

constraint depends on the origin of the present field.

A hydromagnetic-dynamo-generated magnetic field

(e.g., [10,11]) requires a liquid and convecting outer

core (e.g., [14]). Recent numerical dynamo simula-

tions suggest that the character of the magnetic field

and sustainability of a dynamo may depend on the

fractional inner core radius (Ri/Rc) [52–54]. A super-

adiabatic temperature gradient, which corresponds to

a heat flux from the core of at least 12–13 mW/m2

(given a core thermal conductivity of f 40 W/(m K)

[55] and the parameters in Table 1), or growth of an

inner core with its attendant release of buoyant S,

may independently be sufficient to drive outer core

convection. Imposition of the constraint that heat

loss, chemical buoyancy, or both drive outer core

convection, together with the surface-strain con-

straint, further restricts acceptable models to 6.5–

7.5 wt% bulk core sulfur content and a silicate heat

production provided only by the decay of Th. None

of the models tested can satisfy both the surface-

strain constraint and a requirement of a superadia-

batic core heat flux, which would imply a thermal

source for core convection that generates a modern

dynamo. This point is illustrated by the fact that the

only models tested that have a superadiabatic core

heat flux at present (i.e., those with 7.5–8.5 wt%

bulk core S and a wet-olivine mantle rheology in Fig.

4) also have total contractional strains more than

twice that inferred from lobate scarps. However,

requiring a superadiabatic heat flux to drive a dyna-

mo may be too restrictive because the energy released

at the liquid–solid core interface to drive composi-

tional convection needs only to exceed f eQcond,

where e is a Carnot efficiency (f 0.1) and Qcond is

the heat conducted along the adiabat (e.g., [17,56]), a

condition met by models that have inner core growth.

We note that the wet-olivine rheology models with

7.5–8.5 wt% S in the core (Fig. 4) have a convecting

mantle and those with 9–10 wt% S have a conduc-

tive mantle at present. This difference is the result of

smaller mantle Rayleigh numbers in the models with

9–10 wt% S due to their thinner silicate shell, a

consequence of their relatively less dense cores and
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the fixed moment of inertia (C/MR2 = 0.33) adopted

for all models.

Because the question of the origin of Mercury’s

magnetic field is open, the nature of the constraint that

the field poses for the planet’s evolution is uncertain.

While crustal remanent magnetization has not been

the preferred mechanism for field generation (e.g.,

[11]), a crustal source imposes the alternative con-

straint on Mercury’s evolution that a core field likely

was generated early in the planet’s history because a

substantial fraction of the crust on the hemisphere

imaged by Mariner 10 predates the end of heavy

impact bombardment. In order for the crust to acquire

strong, coherent magnetization, a hydromagnetic dy-

namo is probably needed. Such a dynamo could be

driven by early, rapid cooling of the core as it loses

any initial superheat. Early, rapid heat loss by this

mechanism is a general feature of all of our models

(e.g., Fig. 1). Another alternative explanation for

Mercury’s modern field is a thermoelectric dynamo,

which requires mantle convection, or at least recent

cessation of mantle convection, in order to maintain

temperature differences along the core –mantle

boundary [57].

The range of compositional models tested (Table

2, Figs. 6, 7) was guided by proposed explanations

for Mercury’s large uncompressed density, including

vaporization of the mantle in the early solar nebula

[37], a condensation-sequence-dominated composi-

tion [36], or impact-stripping of the crust and upper

mantle [39]. Models with significant U and K (i.e.,

condensation, condensation +K, CI chondrite, 1/2

CI chondrite) do not satisfy the stated constraints

on Mercury’s thermal evolution as well as those

with Th (i.e., vaporization) as the primary internal

heat source because of the longer half-life for
232Th.

There are reasons to treat the tectonic constraint

on accumulated contractional strain, however, with

some caution. Because less than half the planet’s

surface has been imaged, inferences of global

contraction include an assumption that unimaged

portions of the planet have experienced strain

comparable to that in the imaged hemisphere.

Furthermore, there may be other mechanisms for

accommodating surface strain, such as long-wave-

length, low-amplitude, lithospheric folding [6] or

pervasive small-scale faulting unresolved in Mariner
10 images [2]. While such structures are not

discernible in available data, the forthcoming MES-

SENGER mission promises topographic measure-

ments and stereo imaging observations that will

be sensitive to such features (e.g., [22]). Should

the total accumulated global contraction be smaller

than current estimates, then none of the models

tested here may be acceptable. If, however, Mercu-

ry’s surface hosts more contractional strain than has

been inferred from the lobate scarps imaged by

Mariner 10 [2,3], even by a factor of two, then the

envelope of viable models opens to include all of

the heat production compositions tested as long as

the bulk core sulfur content is generally greater

than about 6 wt%.

Modeled crustal production could be compared

with estimates of Mercury’s crustal thickness as an

additional constraint [24]. However, the range of

crustal thickness estimates is large (i.e., from V 140

km [58] to 100–300 km [59]) as are the absolute

values, and none of the models tested here produce

crust as voluminous as the largest of these values.

Neglecting the uncertainties in such determinations,

either a peridotite-dominated mantle is inappropriate

for Mercury or much of the crust is primordial, and

our calculations represent a surface veneer of youn-

ger magmatic material as has been discussed for

Mars [24]. If there were significant magmatic addi-

tions to the crust subsequent to the end of heavy

bombardment, particularly if such melt were gener-

ated at depths within the stability field of garnet, the

reduction in density of both the extracted and

residuum components could partially offset the

effects of global cooling on the surface strain field

[60]. Substantial additions to the crust after heavy

bombardment are not predicted by our models,

however, and there is no evidence for such a crustal

formation history from the Mariner 10 images (e.g.,

[61]).

An important unresolved issue is the timing of

lobate scarp formation. If net cooling of the planet is

the mechanism responsible, then contraction should

have been gradual and lobate scarp formation con-

tinuous. A source of uncertainty is the time that strain

accumulation in our models should begin; we calcu-

late that a 100 My change in te results in at most a

0.02% strain offset (e.g., te= 3.9 Ga has 0.02% less

strain than the same model with te= 4.0 Ga). The
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result is likely less significant than the uncertainty in

the actual contractional strain estimates. Lobate

scarps are generally inferred to postdate the intercra-

ter plains on the grounds that no scarp is seen to be

embayed by such plain material (e.g., [62,63]).

Scarps deform a number of large impact craters on

Mercury, and scarps are seen on the smooth plains,

the youngest geological unit [2,61,62,64]. All of

these observations are consistent with scarp formation

onset near the end of heavy bombardment and a

continuation of contraction until sometime after

smooth plains emplacement. That the largest and

best-developed scarps deform older units suggests

that the rate of planetary contraction slowed consid-

erably near the end of heavy bombardment. Such a

temporal change is broadly consistent with a transi-

tion from a convecting to a conductive mantle as is

predicted by most of our models.
5. Summary

We have explored models for the coupled thermal,

magmatic, and tectonic history of Mercury to inves-

tigate the conditions under which current inferences of

planetary contraction and a dynamo origin for the

planet’s present internal magnetic field can both be

satisfied. In general, our results suggest that these

limited constraints can be best met by a model with a

dry-olivine rheology, a bulk core sulfur content of

6.5–7.5 wt%, and heat production dominated by the

decay of 232Th, as predicted by the vaporization

model for the origin of Mercury’s high metal/silicate

ratio [37]. Presently accepted values for the accumu-

lated contraction of Mercury are neither upper nor

lower bounds, however, because the portion of the

planet not seen by Mariner 10 may display more or

less shortening accommodated in large, surface-break-

ing, thrust faults. Furthermore, long-wavelength, low-

amplitude folding [6] or possibly a weak surface layer

[65] with pervasive small-scale faulting may accom-

modate additional strain. A larger value for accumu-

lated contraction would permit some combination of a

smaller sulfur fraction in the core, a modest amount of

water in the mantle, or a significant K content in the

crust and mantle.

Future observations of the planet by spacecraft,

including the MESSENGER and BepiColombo mis-
sions, will yield key information on Mercury’s inter-

nal structure and evolution. Measurement of the

moment of inertia and the amplitude of the physical

libration of the planet will constrain the state and size

of the core (e.g., [66]). High-resolution topographic

measurements may resolve whether long-wavelength

folding has accommodated contractional strain and

will aid in the quantification of shortening across

lobate scarps and other tectonic features. Measure-

ment of Mercury’s surface composition, including the

abundances of U, Th, and K, will constrain internal

heat production and thermal evolution models as well

as potentially distinguish among hypotheses for the

planet’s formation. Observations of the geometry of

Mercury’s magnetic field should distinguish crustal

remanence from core dynamo models. These future

observations will substantially advance our under-

standing of the geological and geophysical evolution

of the innermost terrestrial planet.
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Appendix A

To calculate the evolution of surface strain on

Mercury, we represent the lithosphere as a thick,

elastic, spherical shell overlying an inviscid fluid

interior. This one-dimensional representation, modi-

fied from [67], differs from earlier thin-shell models

of lithospheres (e.g., [45]). Material properties of the

shell are taken to be constant, although temperature

can vary radially. By symmetry, there are three non-

zero components of the stress tensor, only two of

which are independent: rrr is the radial component,

and rhh = r// is the tangential component. We start

with the equation of equilibrium:

drrr

dr
þ 2

r
ðrrr � rhhÞ ¼ 0: ðA1Þ
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The stress and strain relationships, under linear elas-

ticity, are given by

err � alðTb � TÞ ¼ 1

E
ðrrr � 2mrhhÞ ðA2aÞ

ehh � alðTb � TÞ ¼ 1

E
½rhh � mðrrr þ rhhÞ�; ðA2bÞ

where al is the linear coefficient of thermal expansion,

E is the Young’s modulus, m is Poisson’s ratio, T is

temperature, and Tb is the elastic blocking temperature

(e.g., [45]), the temperature above which elastic

stresses are not supported. For a radial displacement,

u, the radial and tangential strains are

err ¼
Bu

Br
ðA3aÞ

ehh ¼
u

r
: ðA3bÞ

By rearranging Eqs. (A2a) (A2b), we can solve for the

radial and tangential stress components:

rrr ¼
E

ð1þ mÞð1� 2mÞ ½ð1� mÞerr þ 2mehh

� ð1þ mÞalðTb � TÞ� ðA4aÞ

rhh ¼
E

ð1þ mÞð1� 2mÞ ½ehh þ merr

� ð1þ mÞalðTb � TÞ�: ðA4bÞ

Then substituting Eqs. (A3a,b) and (A4a,b) into Eq.

(A1), we obtain

B

Br

1

r2
B

Br
ðr2uÞ

� �
¼ 1þ m

1� m

� �
A

Ar
½alðTb � TÞ�: ðA5Þ

Integrating twice and rearranging terms, it can be

shown that the displacement within the lithosphere

satisfies

uðrÞ ¼ 1þ m
1� m

� �
al
r2

Z r

a

½Tb � TðsÞ�s2dsþ C1r

þ C2

1

r2
; ðA6Þ
where s is a dummy variable of integration, C1 and C2

are unknown constants of integration, and a is the

base of the elastic lithosphere, defined by Tb. To

evaluate Eq. (A3a), we multiply Eq. (A6) by r2 and

then differentiate with respect to r:

BuðrÞ
Br

¼ 1þ m
1� m

� �
al½Tb�TðrÞ�þ3C1�

2

r
uðrÞ: ðA7Þ

To find the constants, C1 and C2, we apply boundary

conditions at the top and bottom surfaces of the elastic

shell. Then, using (Eqs. (A3a,b), (A4a), (A6), (A7)),

and because there is no load at the surface (r= b)

rrr(b) = 0, so at r = b:

� 2E

ð1� mÞ
al
b3

Z b

a

½Tb � TðsÞ�s2dsþ C1

E

1� 2m

� C2

2E

ð1þ mÞ
1

b3
¼ 0: ðA8Þ

For convenience, we define

vu� 2E

ð1� mÞ
al
b3

Z b

a

½Tb � TðsÞ�s2ds ðA9Þ

so that Eq. (A8) simplifies to

C2 ¼
ð1þ mÞb3

2E

C1E

1� 2v
þ v

� �
: ðA10Þ

At the base of the elastic shell (r = a), Tb = T(a) and

ehhðaÞ ¼
1

E
½ð1� mÞrhhðaÞ � mrrrðaÞ�: ðA11Þ

Using Eqs. (A3a,b) and (A6), (A7) to expand Eqs.

(A4a,b), we have

rrrðaÞ ¼ C1

E

ð1� 2mÞ � C2

2E

ð1þ mÞ
1

a3
ðA12aÞ

rhhðaÞ ¼ C1

E

ð1� 2mÞ þ C2

E

ð1þ mÞ
1

a3
: ðA12bÞ

Substituting Eqs. (A12a,b) into Eq. (A11) and simpli-

fying, we obtain the following expression for hori-

zontal strain at the base of the elastic shell:

eehhðaÞ ¼ C1 þ
1

a3
C2: ðA13Þ
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Vertical displacements [and ehh by Eq. (A3b)] across

the fluid–solid interface must be continuous, so

ehh
e = ehh

f . The strain at the top of the fluid interior is

directly related to the volume change of the interior:

efhhðaÞ ¼
1

3
av;iyT̄i þ

1

3
b̄yrrrðaÞ �

1

3
ficn; ðA14Þ

where av is the volumetric coefficient of thermal

expansion (av = 3al), yT̄ is an appropriately averaged

internal temperature change, b̄ is the appropriately

averaged compressibility, yrrr is the change in volu-

metric stress, fic is the fraction of the interior repre-

sented by the solid inner core, and n is the fractional

volume change of iron upon solidification (e.g., [4]).

Formally, av,iyT̄ and b̄ are

av;iyT̄i ¼ fmav;myT̄m þ focav;ocyT̄oc þ ficav;icyT̄ic

ðA15aÞ

b̄ ¼ fmbm þ focboc þ ficbic; ðA15bÞ

where f denotes volume fraction and the subscripts m,

oc, and ic represent mantle, outer core, and inner core

contributions, respectively. Substituting Eq. (A12a)

into Eq. (A14) and combining with Eq. (A13) gives

1� b̄E
3ð1� 2mÞ

" #
C1 þ 1þ 2b̄E

3ð1þ mÞ

" #

� 1

a3
C2 ¼

1

3
avyT̄i �

1

3
ficn; ðA16Þ

and substituting in Eq. (A10) gives in terms of C1

only:

Z1C1þZ2
1

a3
Z3½Z4C1þv� ¼ 1

3
avyT̄i�

1

3
ficn; ðA17Þ

where

Z1 ¼ 1� b̄E
3ð1� 2mÞ ; Z2 ¼ 1þ 2b̄E

3ð1þ mÞ ;

Z3 ¼
ð1þ mÞb3

2E
; Z4 ¼

E

1� 2m
: ðA18Þ

Combining Eq. (A10) with Eqs. (A16) (A17) (A18)

and substituting into Eq. (A6) completes the solution

for u and, with Eqs. (A7) and (A3a,b), the thermo-

elastic strains.
The corresponding strain rates are:

ėrr ¼
Bu̇

Br
ðA19aÞ

ėhh ¼
u̇

r
: ðA19bÞ

Taking the first time derivative of Eqs. (A6) and (A7)

gives

u̇ðrÞ ¼ � ð1þ mÞ
ð1� mÞ

al
r2

Z r

a

ṪðsÞs2dsþ Ċ1r þ Ċ2

1

r2

ðA20Þ

Bu̇ðrÞ
Br

¼ � ð1þ mÞ
ð1� mÞ al ½ṪðrÞ� þ 3Ċ1 �

2

r
u̇ðrÞ: ðA21Þ

Ṫ and ȧ (the time rate of change of the depth of the

base of the elastic lithosphere, which is used below)

are found directly from the thermal solution (i.e.,

[24]). In order to find Ċ2, we start with Eq. (A10)

and differentiate with respect to time to obtain

Ċ2 ¼
ð1þ mÞb3

2E

Ċ1E

1� 2m
þ v̇

� �
; ðA22Þ

where v̇ is given by

v̇ ¼ 2E

1� m
al
b3

Z b

a

ṪðsÞs2ds: ðA23Þ

Then, by rearranging Eqs. (A17), (A18) and differen-

tiating with respect to time, we have

Ċ1½a3Z1 þ Z2Z3Z4� þ C1½3a2Z1�ȧ ¼ 1

3
av½3a2yTcȧ

þ a3yṪc� � Z2Z3v̇ � 1

3
n½3a2ficȧþ a3 ḟic�: ðA24Þ

Combining Eqs. (A20) (A21) (A22) and (A24) into

Eqs. (A19a,b) completes the solution for strain rates.
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